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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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Smart  Access Gateway (SAG) vCPE provides an image that can be deployed on your host. After you
deploy the SAG vCPE image on your host, the host  serves as a virtual customer-premise equipment (CPE)
device. SAG vCPE allows you to connect private networks to Alibaba Cloud in a more flexible way.

ScenariosScenarios
You can deploy the SAG vCPE image in various types of networks. This allows you to connect private
networks to Alibaba Cloud in a more flexible way.

You can deploy the SAG vCPE image in hosts of the following network types:

You can deploy the SAG vCPE image on an on-premises server. This enables you to connect on-
premises networks to Alibaba Cloud.

You can also deploy the SAG vCPE image on an instance provided by a cloud service provider. This
allows you to enable mult i-cloud communication. For example, you can deploy the SAG vCPE image
on an Alibaba Cloud Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance, an Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elast ic
Compute Cloud (EC2) instance, a Microsoft  Azure virtual machine (VM), or a Google Cloud VM.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Before you deploy the SAG vCPE image on a host, make sure that the host  meets the following
requirements:

The host  runs one of the following operating systems:

64-bit  CentOS 7.6 or later (recommended).

Ubuntu 18.04 64-bit  or later.

1.Introduction to SAG vCPE1.Introduction to SAG vCPE
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The host  uses the 3.10.0-957.21.3.el7.x86_64 kernel or a later kernel version.

The host  has an independent network interface controller (NIC) that allows the instance to connect
to the Internet.

The host  supports remote logons.

No service system is deployed on the host.

The host  allows requests from the following ports over the given protocols.

Protocol Port

UDP
53, 500, 4500, 789, 801, 12345, 27890, 33336, 43337, 56543, 62345,
and 10000 to 10100

TCP 53, 80, 443, 8443, and 10000 to 10100

ICMP N/A

If  your host  has traffic thrott ling, UDP flood attack check, or ICMP flood attack check configured, we
recommend that you disable the preceding features to ensure network connectivity.

If  the host  is an ECS instance or an Edge Node Service (ENS) instance, the number of vCPU cores must
be one or more and the memory must be 2 GB or more. The following table describes the
performance of different specificat ions.

Instance type Performance

1 vCPU- 2 GB
The bandwidth of the private network for encrypted connections can
reach 200 Mbit/s and higher (the packet length in the performance
test is 1,024 bytes).

2 vCPUs - 4 GB (recommended)
The encrypted private bandwidth can reach 350 Mbit/s and higher
(the packet length in the performance test is 1,024 bytes).

Use multi-attachUse multi-attach

1. Create an SAG vCPE instance.

After you create an SAG vCPE instance in the SAG console, one SAG vCPE instance can be
associated with two SAG vCPE devices by default . The system assigns a serial number and a key to
each SAG vCPE device. A serial number and a key are used to associate an SAG vCPE instance with
an SAG vCPE device.

2. Deploy the SAG vCPE image.

Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··Int rod
uct ion t o SAG vCPE
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After you deploy the SAG vCPE image on the host, the host  can serve as an SAG vCPE device. You
must register the serial number and key of the SAG vCPE device to the host. The serial number and
key are used to associate the SAG vCPE device with an SAG vCPE instance. Alibaba Cloud checks the
validity of the serial number and key for an SAG vCPE device. If  the serial number and key are invalid,
the SAG vCPE device cannot be connected to Alibaba Cloud. This ensures network security.

3. Configure networks on the Alibaba Cloud side.

After you deploy the SAG vCPE image, you must advert ise routes to Alibaba Cloud and associate
the SAG vCPE instance with a Cloud Connect Network (CCN) instance. Then, you can connect the
SAG vCPE device to Alibaba Cloud.

4. Configure networks on the user side.

You must configure routes for your on-premises networks to route traffic from on-premises
networks to the SAG vCPE device, and then to Alibaba Cloud.

5. Test  network connectivity.

ReferencesReferences
Connect AWS resources to Alibaba Cloud resources through SAG vCPE

Connect Microsoft  Azure resources to Alibaba Cloud resources through SAG vCPE

Use SAG vCPE to connect an ACK cluster with an on-premises Kubernetes cluster
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You can create a Smart  Access Gateway (SAG) vCPE instance in the SAG console. After you create an
SAG vCPE instance, you can manage the host  where the SAG vCPE image is deployed. In this topic, the
host  where the SAG vCPE image is deployed is referred to as an SAG vCPE device.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. On the Smart  Access Gateway-vCPE page, set  the following parameters, click Buy NowBuy Now, and then
complete the payment.

Parameter Description

AreaArea Select the region where you want to deploy the SAG vCPE instance.

Inst ance NameInst ance Name

Enter the name of the SAG vCPE instance.

The name must be 2 to 128 characters in length and can contain digits,
periods (.), underscores (_), and hyphens (-). It  must start with a letter.

Inst ance T ypeInst ance T ype Select the type of the SAG vCPE instance. SAG-vCPESAG-vCPE is selected by default.

Edit ionEdit ion
Select the edition of the SAG vCPE device. Basic Edit ionBasic Edit ion is selected by
default.

Deployment  ModeDeployment  Mode

Select the deployment of the SAG vCPE device. By default, Act ive-St andbyAct ive-St andby
is selected.

In this mode, one SAG vCPE instance can be associated with two SAG vCPE
devices by default. You can deploy two SAG vCPE devices in active-standby
mode and connect on-premises networks to Alibaba Cloud. This improves
network availability.

Peak Bandwidt hPeak Bandwidt h Specify the maximum bandwidth for network communication. Unit: Mbit/s.

Quant it yQuant it y Specify the number of SAG vCPE instances that you want to create.

Durat ionDurat ion
Specify the subscription duration.

You can select Aut o-renewalAut o-renewal  to enable automatic renewal upon expiration.

Resource GroupResource Group Select the resource group to which the SAG vCPE instance belongs.

ResultResult
After you create an SAG vCPE instance, you can view the serial number and key that are assigned to the
SAG vCPE device. The serial number and key are used to associate the SAG vCPE device with an SAG vCPE
instance.

1. Return to the SAG console. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the SAG vCPE

2.Create an SAG vCPE instance2.Create an SAG vCPE instance

Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··Creat
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instance is deployed.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Smart  Access Gat ewaySmart  Access Gat eway.

3. On the SAGSAG page, click the ID of the SAG vCPE instance.

4. On instance details page, click the Device ManagementDevice Management  tab and record the serial number and key
of the SAG vCPE device.

What's nextWhat's next
After you create an SAG vCPE instance, you must deploy the SAG vCPE image on the host. After you
deploy the SAG vCPE image on the host, the host  can serve as an SAG vCPE device. For more
information, see Deploy the SAG vCPE image.

智能接入网关 Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··Creat
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After you create a Smart  Access Gateway (SAG) vCPE instance, you can run the script  provided by
Alibaba Cloud to deploy the SAG vCPE image on a host. This topic describes how to deploy an SAG vCPE
image on a host.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An SAG vCPE instance is created and the serial number and key of an SAG vCPE device are obtained.
For more information, see Create an SAG vCPE instance.

Before you deploy the SAG vCPE image on a host, make sure that the host  meets the requirements.
For more information, see Prerequisites.

Descriptions of the script parametersDescriptions of the script parameters
The script  that is used to deploy the SAG vCPE image provides the following parameters.

Parameter Description

-n (required) The serial number of the SAG vCPE device.

-k (required) The key of the SAG vCPE device.

-t (required)

The service provider of the host on which you want to install the SAG vCPE
image. Valid values:

aliyunaliyun (default): deploys the SAG vCPE image on an Alibaba Cloud Elastic
Compute Service (ECS) instance.

awsaws : deploys the SAG vCPE image on an Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
instance.

az ureaz ure: deploys the SAG vCPE image on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine
(VM).

If you want to deploy the SAG vCPE image on an on-premises server, set the
value to a string of letters other than aliyunaliyun, ensens , awsaws , or az ureaz ure.

3.Deploy the SAG vCPE image3.Deploy the SAG vCPE image

Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··Deplo
y t he SAG vCPE image
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-v

The virtual IP address when two SAG vCPE devices have the high availability
feature enabled. The high availability feature is available only if the SAG vCPE
image is deployed on an Alibaba Cloud ECS instance.

Not e Not e If you want to enable the high availability feature for two SAG
vCPE devices, you must use the high-availability virtual IP address (HAVIP)
feature provided by Alibaba Cloud. The HAVIP feature is in public preview.
For more information, see Overview of HAVIPs.

-w

The name of the NIC for the WAN port. Default value: et h0et h0.

You can view the NIC name of the host by running the  ifconfig  or  ip -br
address  command.

-u Uninstalls the SAG vCPE image.

-h Displays the help information about the script.

-p Upgrades the SAG vCPE image.

-c Checks the status of the host.

check
Obtains the deployment status of the current host, the system information
about the host, and the version of the SAG vCPE image.

ping Tests the network connectivity.

traceroute
Determines the path that packets pass through when they access the
destination.

mtr
Provides the network connectivity diagnostics feature together with the ping
and traceroute commands.

Parameter Description

Deploy the SAG vCPE imageDeploy the SAG vCPE image
1. Log on to the host  and download the script  to the /root directory.

Not iceNot ice

For more information about how to log on to the host, consult  the service provider of
the host.

You can also specify a custom path and download the script  to the corresponding
directory. In this case, make sure that you select  the custom path when you run the
script.

After you download the script, do not modify its content or name.

If your host  is deployed in the Chinese mainland, run the following commands to download the
script:

智能接入网关 Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··Deplo
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wget -O /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh https://sdwan-oss-shanghai.oss-cn-shangha
i.aliyuncs.com/vcpe_vm/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh

If  your host  is deployed outside the Chinese mainland, run the following commands to download
the script:

wget -O /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh https://sdwan-oss-shanghai.oss-accelerate
.aliyuncs.com/vcpe_vm/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh

2. Run the following command to make the script  executable:

chmod +x /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh

3. Run the script.

You can run the script  in the following ways:

Automatic

If  you enter the command in the CLI and specify parameters, the system automatically runs the
deployment command. Example:

/root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh -n serial number -k key -t service provider  -w N
IC name for WAN port                

Interact ive

If you enter the  /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh  command without specifying
parameters, interact ive installat ion is used. In this case, you must manually enter the parameters
as prompted by the system.

4. When you run the script, the system automatically checks whether the deployment environment
meets the requirements. If  the deployment environment requires other components, the following
prompt appears. In this case, enter yes and the system will automatically install the required
components.

5. If  the deployment environment meets the requirements, the system automatically starts to deploy
the SAG vCPE image. After the image is deployed, the following prompt appears.

6. Query the deployment result .

Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··Deplo
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After you deploy the SAG vCPE image, run the  docker ps  command to check whether the
system has the following containers installed:

If the system contains the preceding containers, it  indicates that the SAG vCPE image is deployed. If
not, it  indicates that the SAG vCPE image is not deployed. In this case,submit  a t icket  to request
technical support  from Alibaba Cloud.

What to do nextWhat to do next
After you deploy the SAG vCPE image, you must complete network sett ings on Alibaba Cloud and for
the host  network before you can enable network communication. The network sett ings may vary with
the host  network. For more information, see the following topics:

Connect AWS resources to Alibaba Cloud resources through SAG vCPE

Connect Microsoft  Azure resources to Alibaba Cloud resources through SAG vCPE

Use SAG vCPE to connect an ACK cluster with an on-premises Kubernetes cluster

智能接入网关 Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··Deplo
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This topic describes how to connect Amazon Web Services (AWS) resources to Alibaba Cloud resources
through Smart  Access Gateway (SAG) vCPE.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Cloud services are deployed on AWS. For more information, see AWS.

Virtual private clouds (VPCs) are created. For more information, see Create and manage a VPC.

You understand the security group rules that apply to Alibaba Cloud virtual private clouds (VPCs).
Make sure that the security group rules allow AWS resources to access Alibaba Cloud VPC resources.
For more information, see Query security group rules and Add security group rules.

ScenariosScenarios
The following figure shows how to use SAG vCPE to establish network communication between cloud
resources deployed on Alibaba Cloud and AWS. For example, an enterprise has deployed cloud services
on Alibaba Cloud in the Singapore (Singapore) region and on AWS. The enterprise wants to establish
network communication between cloud resources deployed on Alibaba Cloud and AWS.

You can deploy the SAG vCPE image on an instance in an AWS VPC. This way, the instance can serve as
an SAG vCPE device to help you connect AWS resources to Alibaba Cloud. After you connect the SAG
vCPE device to Alibaba Cloud, you can enable resources in AWS VPCs and Alibaba Cloud VPCs to access
each other by using Cloud Connect Network (CCN) and Cloud Enterprise Network (CEN).

4.SAG vCPE Tutorials4.SAG vCPE Tutorials
4.1. Connect AWS resources to Alibaba4.1. Connect AWS resources to Alibaba
Cloud resources through SAG vCPECloud resources through SAG vCPE

Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··SAG v
CPE Tut orials
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ProcedureProcedure

Step 1: Create an SAG vCPE instanceStep 1: Create an SAG vCPE instance
You can create an SAG vCPE instance in the SAG console. After you create an SAG vCPE instance, you
can manage the SAG vCPE device through the SAG vCPE instance.

1. 

2. 

3. Set  the following parameters to configure the SAG vCPE instance, click Buy NowBuy Now, and then
complete the payment.

AreaArea: Select  the region where you want to deploy the SAG vCPE instance. In this example,
SingaporeSingapore is selected.

Inst ance NameInst ance Name: Enter a name for the SAG vCPE instance.

The name must be 2 to 128 characters in length and can contain digits, periods (.), underscores
(_), and hyphens (-). It  must start  with a letter.

智能接入网关 Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··SAG v
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Device T ypeDevice T ype: SAG-vCPESAG-vCPE is selected by default .

Edit ionEdit ion: Basic Edit ionBasic Edit ion is selected by default .

Deployment  ModeDeployment  Mode: Select  a deployment mode for the SAG vCPE device. By default ,Act ive-Act ive-
St andbySt andby is selected.

In Act ive-St andbyAct ive-St andby mode, one SAG vCPE instance can be associated with two SAG vCPE devices
by default . You can deploy two SAG vCPE devices in act ive-standby mode and connect on-
premises networks to Alibaba Cloud. This improves network availability. In this example, only the
active device is used.

Peak Bandwidt hPeak Bandwidt h: Select  the maximum bandwidth for network connections. Unit: Mbit/s.

Quant it yQuant it y: Enter the number of SAG vCPE instances that you want to create. In this example, 1 is
used.

Durat ionDurat ion: Specify the subscript ion duration.

Resource GroupResource Group: Select  the resource group to which the SAG vCPE instance belongs.

4. Return to the SAG console. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the SAG vCPE
instance is deployed.

5. In the left-side navigation pane, click Smart  Access Gat ewaySmart  Access Gat eway.

6. On the SAGSAG page, click the ID of the SAG vCPE instance.

7. On the instance details page, click the Device ManagementDevice Management  tab, view and record the serial
number and key of the act ive SAG vCPE device. The serial number and key are used to associate the
SAG vCPE instance with an SAG vCPE device.

Step 2: Deploy the SAG vCPE imageStep 2: Deploy the SAG vCPE image
To establish network communication between cloud resources deployed on Alibaba Cloud and AWS,
you must create an instance in the AWS VPC. Then, you can deploy the SAG vCPE image on the newly
created instance. After you deploy the SAG vCPE image, the AWS instance can serve as an SAG vCPE
device and allows you to connect AWS resources to Alibaba Cloud resources.

1. Create an instance in the AWS VPC.

For more information about how to create an instance in the AWS VPC, see relevant AWS
documentation. Make sure that the AWS instance meets the following requirements:

You can install operating systems of the following types on the instance:

64-bit  CentOS 7.6 or later.

64-bit  Ubuntu 18.04 or later.

We recommend that you install the 64-bit  CentOS 7.6 operating system.

Smart  Access Gat eway vCPE··SAG v
CPE Tut orials
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The instance supports the kernel version 3.10.0-957.21.3.el7.x86_64 or later.

The instance has an independent network interface controller (NIC) that allows the instance to
connect to the Internet.

You can remotely log on to the instance.

No service system is running on the instance.

If  the host  is a cloud instance or an Edge Node Service (ENS) instance, the number of vCPU cores
must be one or more and the memory must be 2 GB or more.

We recommend that you select  a 2-core vCPU and 4 GB memory for the instance. In this case, the
bandwidth of private networks for encrypted connections can reach 350 Mbit/s and higher (the
packet length in the performance test  is 1024 bytes).

2. Log on to the AWS instance and download the script  to the /root directory of the instance. For
more information, see relevant AWS documentation.

Not iceNot ice

You can also download the script  to a custom directory. In this case, make sure that you
select  the corresponding path when you run the script.

After you download the script, do not modify its content or name.

If your host  is deployed in mainland China, run the following commands to download the script:

wget -O /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh https://sdwan-oss-shanghai.oss-cn-shangha
i.aliyuncs.com/vcpe_vm/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh

If  your host  is deployed outside mainland China, run the following commands to download the
script:

wget -O /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh https://sdwan-oss-shanghai.oss-accelerate
.aliyuncs.com/vcpe_vm/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh

3. Run the following command to grant the script  executable permissions:

chmod +x /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh

4. Run the script.

/root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh -n sage6nniq3**** -k X8==**** -t aws  -w eth0

The following table describes the parameters of the script. For more information about more
parameters of the script, see Descriptions of the script parameters.
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Parameter Description

-n The serial number of the SAG vCPE device.

-k The key of the SAG vCPE device.

-t

The service provider of the host where you want to install the SAG vCPE
image. Valid values:

aliyunaliyun (default): deploys the SAG vCPE image on an Alibaba Cloud Elastic
Compute Service (ECS) instance.

awsaws : deploys the SAG vCPE image on an Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2) instance.

If you want to deploy the SAG vCPE image on an on-premises server, set
the value to a string of letters except aliyunaliyun or awsaws .

-w
The name of the NIC for the WAN port. You can view the NIC name of the
host by running the  ifconfig  command.

5. When you run the script, the system automatically checks whether the deployment environment
meets the requirements. If  the deployment environment requires other components, the following
prompt appears. In this case, enter yes and the system will automatically install required
components.

6. If  the deployment environment meets the requirements, the system automatically starts to deploy
the SAG vCPE image. After the image is deployed, the following prompt appears.

7. View the deployment result .

After you deploy the SAG vCPE image, run the  docker ps  command to check whether the
system has the following containers installed:

If the system has both the vsag-corevsag-core and vsag-manager-basevsag-manager-base containers installed, it  indicates
that the SAG vCPE image is deployed. If  not, it  indicates that the SAG vCPE image is not deployed.
In this case, you can submit  a t icket  to request  technical support  from Alibaba Cloud.

Step 3: Configure networks on the Alibaba Cloud sideStep 3: Configure networks on the Alibaba Cloud side
After the SAG vCPE image is deployed, you must configure networks for the SAG vCPE device in the SAG
console. This allows the SAG vCPE device to connect to Alibaba Cloud.

1. Select  a method to advert ise routes to Alibaba Cloud.

i. Log on to the SAG console.

ii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the SAG vCPE device is deployed.

iii. On the Smart  Access Gat ewaySmart  Access Gat eway page, find the SAG vCPE instance and click Net workNet work
Conf igurat ionConf igurat ion in the Act ionsAct ions column.
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iv. Choose Net work Conf igurat ionNet work Conf igurat ion >  > Met hod t o Synchronize wit h On-premises Rout esMet hod t o Synchronize wit h On-premises Rout es
and click Add St at ic Rout eAdd St at ic Rout e.

v. In the Add St at ic Rout eAdd St at ic Rout e dialog box, enter the private CIDR block of the AWS service and click
OKOK.

2. Associate the SAG vCPE instance with a CCN instance.

CCN is an important component of SAG. SAG connects your private networks to Alibaba Cloud
through CCN.

i. Create a CCN instance. For more information, see Create a CCN instance.

The SAG vCPE instance and CCN instance must belong to the same region.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Smart  Access Gat ewaySmart  Access Gat eway.

iii. On the Smart  Access Gat ewaySmart  Access Gat eway page, find the SAG vCPE instance and click Net workNet work
Conf igurat ionConf igurat ion in the Act ionsAct ions column.

iv. On the instance details page, choose Net work Conf igurat ionNet work Conf igurat ion >  > Net work Inst ance Det ailsNet work Inst ance Det ails.

v. In the Associat ed Inst ances Under Current  AccountAssociat ed Inst ances Under Current  Account  sect ion, click At t ach Net workAt t ach Net work, select
a CCN instance, and then click OKOK.

vi. After you associate the CCN instance, click the Device ManagementDevice Management  tab. If  the VPN St at usVPN St at us
and Cont roller St at usCont roller St at us of the SAG vCPE device is NormalNormal, it  indicates that the SAG vCPE
device is connected to Alibaba Cloud.

3. Configure a CEN instance.

You must perform the following operations to connect the SAG vCPE instance to CEN and attach
the Alibaba Cloud VPC to a CEN instance. Then, the SAG vCPE instance and the Alibaba Cloud VPC
can learn routes from each other. The SAG vCPE device can communicate with the resources in the
Alibaba Cloud VPC.

i. In the left-side navigation pane, click CCNCCN.

ii. On the CCNCCN page, find the CCN instance and click Bind CEN Inst anceBind CEN Inst ance in the Act ionsAct ions column.
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iii. In the CEN Inst anceCEN Inst ance panel, select  a CEN instance and click OKOK.

You can use one of the following methods to select  a CEN instance. Creat e CENCreat e CEN is selected in
this example.

Exist ing CENExist ing CEN: If  you have already created a CEN instance, you can select  an exist ing CEN
instance from the drop-down list .

Creat e CENCreat e CEN: If  you have not created a CEN instance, enter an instance name. The system
then creates a CEN instance and automatically attaches the CCN instance to the CEN
instance.

The instance name must be 2 to 100 characters in length, and can contain digits,
underscores (_), and hyphens (-). It  must start  with a letter.

iv. Attach the Alibaba Cloud VPC to the CEN instance. For more information, see Attach a network
instance.

Step 4: Configure networks on the AWS sideStep 4: Configure networks on the AWS side
To enable communication between AWS resources and Alibaba Cloud resources, you must configure
networks for the AWS VPC. For more information about specific commands, consult  AWS.

1. Configure routes for the AWS service.

Add the following route entry to the AWS VPC: The dest ination CIDR block of the route entry is the
CIDR block of the Alibaba Cloud VPC and the next  hop points to the AWS instance. The AWS
instance is used to enable communication between AWS resources and Alibaba Cloud resources.

2. Configure the security group of the AWS service.

Allow the private CIDR blocks of Alibaba Cloud and AWS services to communicate with each other.

3. Disable source checks and dest ination checks for the AWS instance.
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Step 5: Test the connectivityStep 5: Test the connectivity
1. Log on to an Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance in the Alibaba Cloud VPC. For more information,

see Overview.

2. Test  the connectivity between the Alibaba Cloud VPC and AWS VPC by running the pingping command
to ping an instance in the AWS VPC.

The test  result  shows that the resources in the Alibaba Cloud VPC and AWS VPC can communicate
with each other.

ReferencesReferences
What is CEN?

Introduction to CCN

This topic describes how to connect Microsoft  Azure resources to Alibaba Cloud resources through
Smart  Access Gateway (SAG) vCPE.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Cloud resources are deployed on Microsoft  Azure. For more information, see Microsoft  Azure.

You have learned and understand the security group rules that apply to Alibaba Cloud virtual private
clouds (VPCs). Make sure that the security group rules allow Azure resources to access Alibaba Cloud
VPC resources. For more information, see Query security group rules and Add security group rules.

ScenariosScenarios

4.2. Connect Microsoft Azure resources to4.2. Connect Microsoft Azure resources to
Alibaba Cloud resources through SAG vCPEAlibaba Cloud resources through SAG vCPE
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The following figure describes how to establish network communication between cloud resources
deployed on Alibaba Cloud and Azure. An enterprise has deployed cloud resources on Azure in the
Azure West Europe region and on Alibaba Cloud in the Germany (Frankfurt) region. The enterprise wants
to establish network communication between cloud resources deployed on Alibaba Cloud and Azure.

You can deploy the SAG vCPE image on an Azure virtual machine (VM) in an Azure virtual network (VNet).
Then, the VM can serve as an SAG vCPE device and can be connected to Alibaba Cloud. After the SAG
vCPE device is connected to Alibaba Cloud, resources in Alibaba Cloud VPCs and Azure VNets can
communicate with each other through Cloud Connect Network (CCN) and Cloud Enterprise Network
(CEN).

ProcedureProcedure

Step 1: Create an SAG vCPE instanceStep 1: Create an SAG vCPE instance
You must create an SAG vCPE instance in the SAG console. Then, you can use the SAG vCPE instance to
manage the SAG vCPE device.

1. 

2. 

3. Set  the following parameters to configure an SAG vCPE instance, click Buy NowBuy Now, and then
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complete the payment.

AreaArea: Select  the region or area where you want to create the SAG vCPE instance. In this example,
Germany (Frankf urt )Germany (Frankf urt ) is selected.

Inst ance NameInst ance Name: Enter a name for the SAG vCPE instance.

The name must be 2 to 128 characters in length and can contain digits, periods (.), underscores
(_), and hyphens (-). It  must start  with a letter.

Device T ypeDevice T ype: SAG-vCPESAG-vCPE is selected by default .

Edit ionEdit ion: Basic Edit ionBasic Edit ion is selected by default .

Deployment  ModeDeployment  Mode: Select  a deployment mode for the SAG vCPE device. By default ,Act ive-Act ive-
St andbySt andby is selected.

In Act ive-St andbyAct ive-St andby mode, one SAG vCPE instance can be associated with two SAG vCPE devices
by default . You can deploy two SAG vCPE devices in act ive-standby mode and connect on-
premises networks to Alibaba Cloud. This improves network availability. In this example, only the
active device is used.

Peak Bandwidt hPeak Bandwidt h: Select  the maximum bandwidth for network connections. Unit: Mbit/s.

Quant it yQuant it y: Enter the number of SAG vCPE instances that you want to create. In this example, 1 is
used.

Durat ionDurat ion: Specify the subscript ion duration.

Resource GroupResource Group: Select  the resource group to which the SAG vCPE instance belongs.

4. Return to the SAG console. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the SAG vCPE
instance is deployed.

5. In the left-side navigation pane, click Smart  Access Gat ewaySmart  Access Gat eway.

6. On the SAGSAG page, click the ID of the SAG vCPE instance.

7. On the instance details page, click the Device ManagementDevice Management  tab, view and record the serial
number and key of the act ive SAG vCPE device. The serial number and key are used to associate the
SAG vCPE instance with an SAG vCPE device.

Step 2: Deploy the SAG vCPE imageStep 2: Deploy the SAG vCPE image
To connect Azure resources to Alibaba Cloud resources, you must first  create an Azure VM in an Azure
VNet and deploy the SAG vCPE image on the Azure VM. After you deploy the SAG vCPE image, the
Azure VM can serve as an SAG vCPE device to connect Azure resources to Alibaba Cloud resources.

1. Create an Azure VM in an Azure VNet.

For more information about how to create an Azure VM, see relevant documentation provided by
Azure. Make sure that the Azure VM meets the following requirements:
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One of the following operating systems is installed on the Azure VM:

64-bit  CentOS 7.6 or later (recommended).

64-bit  Ubuntu 18.04 or later.

The kernel version of the Azure VM is 3.10.0-957.21.3.el7.x86_64 or later.

The Azure VM has an independent network interface controller (NIC) that allows the Azure VM to
connect to the Internet.

You can remotely log on to the Azure VM.

No business system is running on the Azure VM.

The number of vCPU cores for the Azure VM must be one or more and the memory of the Azure
VM must be 2 GB or more.

We recommend that you select  a 2-core vCPU and 4 GB memory for the Azure VM. In this case,
the bandwidth of private networks for encrypted connections can reach 350 Mbit/s and higher
(the packet length in the performance test  is 1,024 bytes).

2. Log on to the Azure VM and download the following script  to the /root directory. For more
information, see relevant documentation provided by Azure.

Not iceNot ice

You can also specify a custom path and download the script  to the corresponding
directory. In this case, make sure that you select  the custom path when you run the
script.

After you download the script, do not modify its content or name.

If the Azure VM is deployed in mainland China, run the following commands to download the
script:

wget -O /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh https://sdwan-oss-shanghai.oss-cn-shangha
i.aliyuncs.com/vcpe_vm/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh

If  the Azure VM is deployed outside mainland China, run the following commands to download
the script:

wget -O /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh https://sdwan-oss-shanghai.oss-accelerate
.aliyuncs.com/vcpe_vm/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh

3. Run the following command to grant the script  executable permissions:

chmod +x /root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh

4. Run the script.

/root/sag_vcpe_v2.3.0_deployment.sh -n sage6nniq3**** -k X8==**** -t azure  -w eth0

The following table describes the parameters of the script. For more information about more
parameters of the script, see Descriptions of the script parameters.

Parameter Description

-n The serial number of the SAG vCPE device.
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-k The key of the SAG vCPE device.

-t

The service provider of the host where you want to install the SAG vCPE
image. Valid values:

aliyunaliyun (default): deploys the SAG vCPE image on an Alibaba Cloud Elastic
Compute Service (ECS) instance.

awsaws : deploys the SAG vCPE image on an Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2) instance.

az ureaz ure: deploys the SAG vCPE image on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine
(VM).

If you want to deploy the SAG vCPE image on an on-premises server, set
the value to a string of letters other than aliyunaliyun, ensens , awsaws , or az ureaz ure.

-w
The name of the NIC for the WAN port. You can run the  ifconfig  or  ip
-br address  command to view the NIC name of the host.

Parameter Description

5. When you run the script, the system automatically checks whether the deployment environment
meets the requirements. If  the deployment environment requires other components, the following
prompt appears. In this case, enter yes and the system will automatically install required
components.

6. If  the deployment environment meets the requirements, the system automatically starts to deploy
the SAG vCPE image. After the image is deployed, the following prompt appears.

7. View the deployment result .

After you deploy the SAG vCPE image, run the  docker ps  command to check whether the
system has the following containers installed:

If the system has both the vsag-corevsag-core and vsag-manager-basevsag-manager-base containers installed, it  indicates
that the SAG vCPE image is deployed. If  not, it  indicates that the SAG vCPE image is not deployed.
In this case, you can submit  a t icket  to request  technical support  from Alibaba Cloud.

Step 3: Configure networks on the Alibaba Cloud sideStep 3: Configure networks on the Alibaba Cloud side
After the SAG vCPE image is deployed, you must configure networks for the SAG vCPE device in the SAG
console. This allows the SAG vCPE device to connect to Alibaba Cloud.

1. Select  a method to advert ise routes to Alibaba Cloud.

i. Log on to the SAG console.

ii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the SAG vCPE instance is deployed.

iii. On the Smart  Access Gat ewaySmart  Access Gat eway page, find the SAG vCPE instance and click Net workNet work
Conf igurat ionConf igurat ion in the Act ionsAct ions column.
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iv. Choose Net work Conf igurat ionNet work Conf igurat ion >  > Met hod t o Synchronize wit h On-premises Rout esMet hod t o Synchronize wit h On-premises Rout es
and click Add St at ic Rout eAdd St at ic Rout e.

v. In the Add St at ic Rout eAdd St at ic Rout e dialog box, enter the private CIDR block of the Azure service and
click OKOK.

2. Associate the SAG vCPE instance with a CCN instance.

CCN is an important component of SAG. SAG connects your private networks to Alibaba Cloud
through CCN.

i. Create a CCN instance. For more information, see Create a CCN instance.

The SAG vCPE instance and CCN instance must belong to the same region.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Smart  Access Gat ewaySmart  Access Gat eway.

iii. On the Smart  Access Gat ewaySmart  Access Gat eway page, find the SAG vCPE instance and click Net workNet work
Conf igurat ionConf igurat ion in the Act ionsAct ions column.

iv. On the instance details page, choose Net work Conf igurat ionNet work Conf igurat ion >  > Net work Inst ance Det ailsNet work Inst ance Det ails.

v. In the Associat ed Inst ances Under Current  AccountAssociat ed Inst ances Under Current  Account  sect ion, click At t ach Net workAt t ach Net work, select
a CCN instance, and then click OKOK.

vi. After you associate the CCN instance, click the Device ManagementDevice Management  tab. If  the VPN St at usVPN St at us
and Cont roller St at usCont roller St at us of the SAG vCPE device is NormalNormal, it  indicates that the SAG vCPE
device is connected to Alibaba Cloud.

3. Configure a CEN instance.

You must perform the following operations to connect the SAG vCPE instance to CEN and attach
the Alibaba Cloud VPC to a CEN instance. Then, the SAG vCPE instance and the Alibaba Cloud VPC
can learn routes from each other.

i. In the left-side navigation pane, click CCNCCN.

ii. On the CCNCCN page, find the CCN instance and click Bind CEN Inst anceBind CEN Inst ance in the Act ionsAct ions column.
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iii. In the CEN Inst anceCEN Inst ance panel, select  a CEN instance and click OKOK.

You can use one of the following methods to select  a CEN instance. Creat e CENCreat e CEN is selected in
this example.

Exist ing CENExist ing CEN: If  you have already created a CEN instance, you can select  an exist ing CEN
instance from the drop-down list .

Creat e CENCreat e CEN: If  you have not created a CEN instance, enter an instance name. The system
then creates a CEN instance and automatically attaches the CCN instance to the CEN
instance.

The instance name must be 2 to 100 characters in length, and can contain digits,
underscores (_), and hyphens (-). It  must start  with a letter.

iv. Attach the Alibaba Cloud VPC to the CEN instance. For more information, see Attach a network
instance.

Step 4: Configure networks on the Azure sideStep 4: Configure networks on the Azure side
To enable communication between Azure resources and Alibaba Cloud resources, you must configure
networks on the Azure side. For more information about specific commands or operations, consult
Azure.

1. Create a route table in Azure.

2. Associate the route table with the subnet where the Azure service is deployed.

3. Add a route that points to Alibaba Cloud to the Azure route table.

Address pref ixAddress pref ix: Enter the private CIDR block where the Alibaba Cloud service is deployed.

Next  hop t ypeNext  hop t ype: Select  Virt ual applianceVirt ual appliance.

Next  hop addressNext  hop address: Enter the private IP address of the Azure VM where the SAG vCPE image is
deployed.

4. Find the private network interface of the Azure VM where the SAG vCPE image is deployed, and
enable the IP f orwardingIP f orwarding feature of the network interface.
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Step 5: Test the connectivityStep 5: Test the connectivity
1. Log on to an Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance in the Alibaba Cloud VPC. For more information,

see Overview.

2. You can run the pingping command to ping an Azure VM in the Azure VNet to test  whether the Alibaba
Cloud VPC is connected to the Azure VNet.

The following figure shows that the resources in the Alibaba Cloud VPC and Azure VNet can
communicate with each other.

ReferencesReferences
What is CEN?

Introduction to CCN
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